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Art by Jose Armendariz

Thank you for registering for Stop the Musick's first workshop! Whether or not
you were able to attend, we hope you will join us for Workshop Two on June 3

Stop the Musick is a coalition of individuals and organizations committed to
decarceration in Orange County. Our goal is to oppose the reopening and
expansion of the empty Musick jail in Irvine, which would add more than 2,000
beds to Orange County's current jail capacity and cost more than $288 million.
Our vision is to reduce the jail population, stop the expansion of the carceral
state, increase alternatives to incarceration, and build housing-first and carefirst models in Orange County. We believe in a community that invests in public
safety and community wellness through care, not cages.
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Join us for our second STM workshop
June 3 at 6pm
This workshop will share key findings of Orange County’s incarceration trends
over the last decade and delve into the revealing patterns of racial disparities to
analyze the expansion of jails and its specific impact on our community’s most
underserved members. In this workshop, we will evaluate the history of Orange
County jails and its present day effects through the disproportionate
incarceration rates of Black and Latinx people. After hearing from guest
speakers, we'll be discussing the particular harms of jail expansion on Black
and Latinx people, and begin strategizing how we can push for communitybased alternatives to punishment and incarceration in our community.
Register here

Irvine City Council and Mayor pass
resolution opposing Musick
The Stop the Musick Coalition and our incredible partners and OC community
members showed up to two consecutive Irvine City Council meetings to
demand that our elected representatives uplift our community's voice in
opposition to Musick.
Thanks to community pressure, the Irvine City Council unanimously passed a
resolution opposing the expansion of the James A. Musick Facility on Tuesday
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We are grateful that Vice Mayor Kim and Mayor Khan, along with the other
members of the Irvine City Council, took a stand to protect our community. This
is not the end--this is the beginning!

Want to Get Involved? Register for our
May 24 General Meeting
Stop the Musick will discuss upcoming actions and ways to get involved. We
will end with an exercise on building solidarity and resilience. May 24 at 6pm.
Register here
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In the news: STM members Jacob Reisberg and Chelsea Boyle shared
comments about the Musick expansion and the Irvine Mayor and City Council's
recent response.
Read the article here.
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In the news: STM members Karen Hernandez and Sarah Kahn comment on
the need to invest in community, not jails.
Read the article here.
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